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POSTULATED ALTERNATIV~

~O A CURRENT OREGON MARI~ STATUTE)'ORS 106.071):
.
....
~

.A. FRA.!."{I{LY REVISIONIST .A:NA.LYSISOF THE OONORETE ,SITUATION

by

Ken Jones
Ray Kendall
Jan N9 l l ey
Jill Weeden

(.

.A. practicum submitted in part1al fulfillment of the

requ1rements tor the degree of
Y.LA.STER OF SOCIAL WORK.

(.

(

Portland State University
1971

Acoording to the Oregon Marriage statute an applicant
for a marriage license must present a physician's statement
that he is free from certain mental and physical conditions.
When the examining physician is not satisfied that the
applicant is free from these conditions, the applicant is
referred to the Committee of Three, a special standing
committee apPOinted by the Board of Social Protection for
determining whether

o~

not a license to marry should be

granted.
In the spring of 1970 such a situation was referred
to the committee for its consideration.

As a result of the

committee's involvement with this applicant, the question of
enforcability of the current physical'mental prerequisites
to marriage became a concern.

The committee noted that no

specific defini tion of the individual.' cs. tegories was
included in the statutes that could be applied objectively
tbe th~ committee in determining an applicant's fitness to

marry.

In an attempt to clarify these areas the committee and
its parent group, the Board of Social Protection, determined
to investigate marriage laws of other states seeking more
valid (and/or realistiC) definitions of physical and mental
prerequisites to marriage.
it was

re~lized

that a more comprehensive study and evalua

tion were required.

(.

After making preliminary inquiries

A study of this nature, however,

required considerable time and expense, neither of which were

2

available under the existing program structure.
It was at this point that we four students from the
School of Social Work became interested in the possibility
of working with the Board of Social'PrOtection in this
endeavor.
Both to meet the research requirement of the School of
Social Work and to provide pertinent in,t'orma tlon to the
Board an informal con trac t was formula ted bet'\-reen us and
Dr. Edward Press, State Health Officer, who 'serves as Secre
tary of the Board of Social Protection.

~e

were requested

to research and propose an enforceable marriage law to the
Board which might be presented to ·the Oregon State Legislature
for consideration.

l'

:5

J

DISOUSSION
Much of what was presented was' relatively objective
data.

We feel that a necessary bridge to our final recom

mendation is a statement of our value pos1tions - which
necessarily filtered the data.

We will explicate these

values by br1efly discussing what we see to be central
issues.
Wbatis the function of law in United States society
today?

Law 1s certainly regulatory - but more important is

the basis for regulation.

As we have seen our legal heritage

gives both the individual and society rights andrespon
\

sib1lities.
(

The problem has been in ,defining the balance

among these four ebments,'

Obviously we have a long-time

legal tradition of individual rights,

These rights were

l1mi ted with the coming of social legislation and court
decisions stressing societal rights to protect the general
welfare; the individual's responsibi11tywas then stressed
along with his rights.

It seems to us that the fourth

element - societal responsibility - has not been as clearly
defined.
It would seem to us that a conscious effort must be
made toward balanc1ng all four of these elements.

Not only

does the individual assume a responsibility as a spouse, but
perhaps society has a responsibility to prepare him to fill

(

this role.

Not only does the individual have a respon

4

s1b1l1ty as a parent, but perhaps society has the responsibility
to help him fulfill that role.

We are not say1ng that

society does not have the right to 1ntervene but this has to
be wi th1n the con text of 1nd1vidual rights.
Us1ng this as a value base, two broad relationships
seem important to us 1n cons1der1ng legal change:

law and

research data, and law and societal values.
In 100k1ng at the research data, we were consciously

using the basis on which the Lov1ng decision struck down a
marriage law as unconstitutional:

"1nsupportable basis".

The decision specifically states:
To deny this fun dam en tal freedom on so insupportable
a basis as racial class1f1cat1on ••• so directly
subversive to the principle of equality at the
heart of the Fourteen th Amendment,. is surely
to deprive all the State's citizens of liberty
without due process of law.
This seemed to suggest two th1ngs.

First, the courts

are def1n1ng and del1m1t1ng the power of the state to protect
the general welfare at the expens e of 1nd1vidual rights.
There is support for this 1n other areas as well, as 1n
the decisions protect1ng the rights of both juveniles and
adults accused of criminal offenses.

Secondly, 1n an age 1n

which much has been objectified, the courts are 100k1ng not
only at social values but at scientific data; simplistic
cause-and-effect explanations of arbitrary categories of
people have been rejected and the court seems to be say1ng
(

tha t no other "support" seems evident to them.

In commen t1ng

5
on the LOving decision, one author pOints out that it
"provides a rationale for questioning state marriage statutes
that may not be justified on sound social or moral prin
Ciples' and are supported only by custom and prejudice."
(Foster, 1968)
After a review of the research literature we find real
problems in two areas:

definition and prediction.

The categories specified in the Oregon statute are
not defined in the statute (as we noted in our preliminary
paper), they are impossible to define clearly at our present
level of knowledge.

It seems paradoxical to deny the right

to marry to certain specified populations, in the light of
contemporary scientific knowledge, and not define the specific
labels nor make any attempt to determine whether, in fact,
the individual can function as a spouse or as a parent.
Interestingly, the kinds of predictions regarding
progeny that we can make are not the categories included in
the law (i.e., hemophilia), and the categories which are
included are not widely accepted as passing their "objectionable"
traits genetically to their children.

Probably most distasteful

to us is that such arbitrary categories seem discriminatory
in intent and certainly "insupportable".

Without support

it is conceivable that any number of categories could be
added.

(

Having parented illegitimate Children, receiving

welfare, being epileptic, or having other chronic physical
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disease might be evaluated also.
Although the data we have seems insufficient to valid
ate the continued use of such mental and physical prerequis
Ites, it is sufficient to indicate to us that if a decision
must be made it should not be a medical-only decision.
Societal values seem to us to be even a more important
area of consideration.
mirrors past Malues.

The statute in question obviously
It is our position that legislation

must be kept reasonably current in an age

o~

rapid social

change.
What are current values? "h1l.at, for instance, is
marriage today?

What is family?

Sociologists have long

d1fferentiated the two but for practical purposes they have
tended to merge in western culture •. While the Oregon statute
on mental and physical prerequisites could be an attempt to
protect the r1ghts of the contracting parties, the Attorney
General's opinion implies protection for dependent children.
(Preliminary Paper)

So this statute also equates marriage

and family.
Within the culture the ivo concepts are now diverging
in some ways.

With increasingly reliable birth control

some marriages are not resulting in children; on the other
hand extra-mari tal unions, many with children, are increaSingly
common.

f

With the divorce rate rising it is impossible to

predict who will be providing the parenting for children

7

. ot any un ion.

Marriage and paren ting are s imply no t synonomous.

Oonsequently we do not teel that marriage and family can now
be suffioiently reliably equated as the basis ,tor law.
Why

\

is marriage the po in t of -in terven tion? As one man

observed in regard to the V.D. testing prerequisite:

"You

might just as well test any group, say, all bioyole riders."
For a oomplex of reasons society has invested in marriage as
a major point where responsibility for the general welfare is
centered.

It is obvious to us that it is not tulfilling

this responsibility.

It is our feeling that social respon

sibility must be broader it it is to be effeotive - and the
po in ts of in tervention ohanged to inolude suoh things as
better preparation for adult roles and special services to
children.

Only then do we see sooial rights and respon

sibilities as complementary to individual rights and res
ponsibilities -- and not exoeroised at the expense of the
•
individual.

(

8
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PROCESS
After formulating the contract. with Dr. Press we Regan
a review of legal literature, philosophy and history for
perspective.
I

~

We talked with attornies, a psychiatrist and

two legislative dandidates.
We developed a rough statement of positions which fell

rather naturally on a continuum from a very liberal to a
very restrictive position and discussed them with Herbert
Hansen who has acted as our faculty advisor and is also a
member of the Board of SOCial Protection and of the Committee
of Three.
We concurrently began a large scale review of SOCial

(

and psychological literature regarding the specific categories,
the in s ti tu tions of marriage and family, and of gen e tics.
We explored emerging and changing cultural values about
paren ting with people from Zero Popula tion Growth and Planned
Paren tl1ood.
By late October we had refined the pOSitions and the
research material into a uPreliminary Paper ll which was
pres en ted to the Board of Soc ial Pro tec tion 1'1i th a reques t
for specific direction in terms of the original informal
contract.

No decision was reached.

We shared our information and material with the Oregon
Medical Association Legislative Committee as Dr. Press was
hopeful of coordinated efforts with them and their concern

9

about the marriage statute.

They have subsequently developed

and defined their own proposal which-reflects a different
value base than ours.
We_met a second time in December 1970 with the Board of
(

Social Protection.
wishes of the Board.

Again no further clarification of the
.L further meeting was held in January

and again no clear decision was reached by the Board.
Although we have done further research which could be used
in proposing legislation the Board's indecision has resulted
in a mutual agreement that the contract has been fulfilled.
From the time of the original commission to the present
our research has moved through three roughly discernable
(

phases:

(1) beginning with primarily legal data to (2)

conSideration of relevant social and psychological litera
ture to (3) consideration of specific individual values
culminating in behavior which often limits and restr1cts

•

the objectivity of the type of data noted in the f1rst two
phases.
The data has increasingly reinforced us
of the present recommena.a1iion.

~

~e

d1rect1on

J;;y OctOber we had sufficient

informat1on and documentation to formulate the Preliminary
Paper which remains the heart of our research.

Further

documentation in some of the areas since has increasingly
reinforced our conv1ction of the validity of a refinement

c

of Position One.
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RECOl1't{ENDATION

It is our recommendation that the mental and physical

prerequisites specified in the Oregon Marriage Law be
remove.d.
(

Of the various positions and their variations

discussed in the Preliminary Paper we recommend registra
tion rather than licensing and the provision of pertinent
related medical and social information and resources.

We

specifically advocate provision of adequate and expanded
voluntary pre- as well as post-marital counseling.

We

urge development of broad and pervasive specific education
as well as philosophical.base for marriage both in the
formalized school system and in the broader community.

\

We are cognizant that the cost to society is a sig
nificant factor.

However, the possibility of infinite

savings in terms of problem marriages and parenting and more
successful and satisfying modes of living may well Justify

•

the expendilture.

c

\.
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•• we are only the technicians who translate
the ideas of other people into legalease.
But before lie can try translating, we have to
have something to translate furnished by people
other than lawyers, •• either the people at
large or the specialists in those fields who
are supposed to have some •• knol"ledge as to
what is good or bad in the family field •• He
cannot say whether sterilization•• or divorce
1s good or tad. we can only give it the proper
form.
Professor I'iax Rheinstein
University of Chicago,
School of Law
spoken at the Institute
of Family Law, 1959

(~

1
\..,~

i

'"

In the request to develop a proposal for a revision for
the l·tarriage Lau in the State of Oregon we have only had the
guideline of flenforceabili ty".

This 'allow's a ra ther broad

:ie have, therefore, developed

spectrum of possibilities.

the follouing con tinuum of posi tions and ask tha t "ire be given
guidance in the direction to pursue.

It is our plan that

with the selection by the Board of Social Protection of one

of these positions that we can refine and enlarge upon tbat
position and provide appropriate background relevant to it
for presentation to the 1971 Legislative Ses·sion.

(

•

(

\,

c
ii
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POSITIONS
Posi tion I
To marry a couple has only to register with the County
Olerlc or other desiGnated public official their statement
of marriage or obtain

fro~

a desiGnated public official a

license to marry.
A.. "t'l1 th a time period ( "waiting period") between apply

ing for a_registration certificate or license and
its final filing.
B. With provision for voluntary counseling.

o. 1'11 th provision for volun tary s teriliza tion - at
public cost if necessary.
Discussion:
Either registration or license procedure would comply
with society's need to tabulate,

r~gulate

as to age, parental

consent and offer figures to compare with .divorce rates.
This is an

enforceabl~

requirement.

The only violations

of such·a law l'lould be "coornon law", bigamy, age viola tiona,
us e of force or fraud and relationships of consanguini ty.
Licensing implies meeting certain standards to receive
the pcrmission of the state to marry.

It has traditionally

implied public notice of the imtktion of marriage relationship
through a ceremony.

A possible benefi t of retaining the

licensing procedure is recognition of a minimum age require
ment ,,,hich must be met.

c·

Registration as a recording of intent to marry would
seem to us to satisfy the same purposes as licensing if the

,

2

"

arbitrary categories are dropped.

(

Age of consent, for

example, could be the one pre-requisi te to regis tra tion of
marriage.
LicensinG has historically

req~ired

sanctify or complete the marriage process.

a ceremony to
Registration

would recoGnize differing values within our society yet allow
f

a ceremony if the couple desired.
Such legislation releases the medical profession from
sole initial responsibility for making judgments as to the
flabili tytt to marry of 'individuals.

11 e unders tand the

opinion of the Attorney General (letter July 7, 1970 to
Dr. Press) to mean that
to the nabiIi ty" to

~~e

ability to marry is tantamount

respo~sibly

paren t.

The rights of individuals to marry is protected and

(,

c
c

recognized.
"All 1-:ould agree that there must be soma ninimal
legal regulation of marriage but that this regula
tion is not to be il1.COnsis ten t 11i th the convic
tion tha t marriage is and should rCUlain the mos t
1nt1mate', personal, and legally unsupervised eon
traot kno";m to 12.:1 ••• 'i:his cons ensus received a
certain cons ti tu tional s tUG ~':!lcn a tmani::ous
Supreme Court, \·~ri tin; through O,ilie£ Jus tice
Earl r..[arrcn in the Lo':.1.2 deeis ion of Ju..."le 12,
1967, st~ted: The tr~eao~ to marry has IcnS
been recoGnized as one of the vital personal rishts
essential to t~c orderly pursuit of haP9in~ss by
free n:.en. The Lovin~ decis lon ruled tha t the
govern3en t t ill t~lO c:';:crcis e of 1:1130 tover po,\·rer
it miE;ht have idth respect to the formation of
a marriaGe, may exercis e tha t pO",'ier o:11y to
safeGuard some public objective "i'lh1ch is
domonstrahly more important than the diminution
of the human freedom to marry a person of onets
choice •••
•• • The crucial principle for all thinking on the
matter micht be Chief Justice Harren's statement, in
IJovln.:i.~, that:
'H::.rriage is one of the basic civil

,.,
rights of man, funda~ental to our very existence
and survival. I If o~e starts "I:li th the primacy of
. each individual!s freedom to oarry, not a fel'1 of
the statutory restrictions on the right to marry
would be set aside •••
•• •Al though persons applying ,for a 'licens e I to
marry may not feel any particular resentoent at
the fact that tae state cannot really grant per
mission or a Ilicense ' to exercise a fillldamental
human right, it ,-;ould nonetheless be more approp
riate to h~ve a marriage registration act rather
than a marriaGe license la,,.r."(Drinan, 1969)
A disadvan tage 1'lould be the elimination of the iden
tification of active venereal disease cases.

We understand,

however, that relatively few active cases are identified at
the present time through tne pre-marital certification
process and that the processing cost to the State of Oregon
is ra ther high.

~'le

also have been told tha t the Oregon

Medical Association is seeking a change in this part of the
code in terms of the high cos t vs. the low case iden tifica
tlon.

(See the Section which discusses syphilis.) (1)
Another con trol vlhic!l

~·;ould

be removed by the regis

tration/license
only concept is that of propogation by
,
mentally retarded, mentally ill, etc. -- at least the
propoga tion.

lc~al

Is it realis tic to -sugges t tao. t many persons

of whatever men tal or physical condi tions do no t and ";'lould
not engage in sexual activities sans benefit of the license
and cere:nony'(
Perhaps most critical, this position is possibly some
what liberal aud pcrcissive to gain lCGislative support.
Variations of this position arc noted.

c'

;'le

suggest a

"waitinG period II provision might be a realistic and

cons ti tu tionally admissable limi ta tiOll 1-1hich miCh t be
included.

It "lOuld require that those marrying have at

leas t a fe't'l days to consider the implica tions of the act
and would, perhaps, eliminate a feli riimpulsive ft contracts.
There seems to be a movement for the concept of pre
mari tal counseling to cut dOim the divorce rate -- parti
cularly among the late teens and early twenties.

Marion

Oounty statistics appeared in The statesman August 16, 1970,
noting that nearly half of the 574 divorces in J-:!arion Coun ty
last year involved couples who had been married as teen
agers.

Judge Joseph Felton, DepartT.ent of Domestic Relations,

believes,

accordL~g

to this article, that more pre-marital

cou."'lS cling for young people '\iould help eu t the divorce ra te

(

and advocates that the legislature provide

measur~requiring

teen-agers to present a certificate from a qualified counselor
prior to the tiI!J.e their marriage license is _issued.

vie

find, hm-rever, tha t lihell and rTherE- ·,yex.:. pre-marital coun
seling

~s

.

re:Juired that costs have been high and results

negligible. (2)
;'1e sugGest that provision be made for voluntarI

pre-marital counselin3 -- available to all, not just to

c..

teen-agers.

(3)

The multi-responsibilities of marriage

and child rearing, the vast personal and interpersonal ad
justments of early marriaze are as significant and difficult
to older people as to teen-acers.

c

Imposed and required

counseling reaps resistance to acceptance of the counselor's
goals.

We suggest a pilot study project in one or two

5
ooun ties dur1:1g the next biennium providing voltm tar,y;
counseling service to any contemplating marriage to determine
the need, acceptance and effectiveness of such specific
services.
He also suggest provision for voluntary sterilization -
,

at public expense if necessary:
In terms of the current recognition of the population
explosion and the need for a control of the birth
ra. te -- bu t v1i th recogni tion of individual rights.
As of Augus t 1, 1970, phys icians Ll1 Oregon '\-lere
no tif ied by 3 ta. t c Public :.; elfare tha t the aSen cy
"lould allo':; paymcn t for medical procedures for
s teriliza tion, r:lale or female, and for abortionB
within state statutes.

'(

There are, nO'Hever, many Oregonians 't'iho are no t
on ~.; eltare but canno t afford the cos ts of the above
medical procedures. ':ie sugges t taa t they be made
available to all. Such a provision lo;ically
parallels legalizing abortion as a societal recog
ni tion of the changing needs and values of society.
Position II
We sugge~t the registration/license concept of
PositioIl I plus continuing to require the blood test for
1dentification of active venereal disease.
Discussion:
The discussion follm·:ing Posl tion I, except for tha t
about vcncreal disease requiremen t being uaived,

appl~_"j)

as

lolell as the follOl·i1nG.
Rcquiring the blood tes t vlOuld maintain a direct
attempt to control the venereal disease rate.

(

We have,

hOi,;ever, already commen ted on the hiGh cos t versus the lo'\l"
case 1den tifica. tlon ra tio of the prescn t sys tem and

6

recommended use of the funds for expanding other educational
and social tools in an attempt to control venereal disease
especially in terms of the current

so~ring

rate of veneral

disease and the changinG population effected.
Position III
As with the firs t t~-10 pos i tions, registra tion/licens e
concept v1i t.lJ. a designated public official iii th the possible
variations of voluntary counseling, voluntary sterilization,
and/or time or wa1ting- period, but requiring a medical
clearance 'Hi th presen t lir::i ts as to men tally retarded,
mentally ill and active venereal disease.

i'le would provide

a spec1fic definition of mental retzrda.tion and mental
illness.

(

(See Appendix A.)

Discussion:
The present lavT does 1WT def ine tnes e categories.
Enforcement is highly dependent on the individual inter
pretation by the doctor involved.

This . .· lould be an attempt to

provide' specific 6tlidelines.
1-le question, nonetheless, if there liould in fact be
more uniform enforcement and interpretation than of the
presen t la-r·r.

l

~'je

have concern as to 'whether the family

physician llho has a personal lcnOi-;ledGe of an individual
might use this l:noidedse as a base for a more personal
judgmen t tnan the doctor 1'1110 does not

knOtT

the pernotl?

110uld this be more enfc:::'cG:'..blc than the present statute?

c

Positlon IV
Retain the

pres~nt

It.n-r.

,

7

Disoussion:
This law' does identify and a II 0".'1 some societal con trol
of some problem populations -- or at least allows society
a feeling of well-being in that it feels it is taking great

steps in, the breeding of a better race.

(Oook, 1950.)

It is not, according to the original request for this
study,

It is not uniformly interpreted or

~nforceable:

practiced medically.
Position V
Provision of stricter marriage requirements.

For

example, compulsory pre-marital counseling or perhaps meeting
wi th a screening board represen ting the medical, legal and

(

social

disciplL~es

of

couple to assume marital and familial responsibility.

~~e

to evaluate the ability and readiness

Dis cus s ion:
The oounseling approach liQuld alloll opportunity to
dispense appropriate social, legal, economic (budgeting)

•

informa tioD so couples can be a t leas t more knoli1edgable
prior to marriage.
But y10uld this be an enforce::tble, provision? ,all as
many or even more couples marry out of state to avoid the

l

requircmen t?

'Jho "Tould s elect the counselors, the con ten t

of the counseling experience and pay the counselor?
Would such a requirement in fact be productive?
Thera is no real evidence that imposed counseling, as

(~

earlier noted, reaps success.

8

The multi-discipline screening board ,.. ould, at least,
broaden the decision making from a medical only base.
Society has a stalce in problem areas of marriage and family
rela tionships far broader t!1an thes e narrO"T phys ical ones.
But again the question of enforceabilit;r must be raised as
I

well as:

\ilio would serve on such a board?

What bases of

judGments could be provided to insure uniformity of enforcemen t?

~'Tho

rl0uld finance the cos t of such an approach?

Is

such a res tric tion truly harrlonious "Ki th the right to marry
earlier cited in the

(,

c~

Lovin~

decision? (Drinan, 1969.)

------:r-

FOOTnOTES
.\;

1. Georgia, District of Oolumbia, Kinnesota, Naryland,

South Carolina and the Virgin Islands do not have
the venereal disease tes t reauiremcn t. ;':e are
oorresponding with them for itatistics and comment.
2. Adams reports an Iowa experiment of a 2i year
proGram of compulsory premarital co~~selinG for
teenagers which produced negative results. Fewer
than one half of the parents or teenagers felt
they had received any help. Hore Significantly
The Family Service ~gency felt that many couples
had reacted very negatively and the agency had
become merely a police force.
I

3. In an attempt 'to offer premarital co~~seling an'
interagency effort is being made in Gr~nd Junction,
Colorado. This program is scheduled to go into
operation later this month. It is anticipated
tha t i t 'Hill be repca ted for a total of four times
during the COwing calendar year, each session to
correspond with t~e peak seasons in marriages.
Q . . . . .r
_

(

•

(,

('

... _ ..

OJ

'The proGram is to cover a total of five seSSions,
distributcd over a period of five weeks. Each
sessicti is to be devoted to a specific area of
marriage, such as finances, sexual and in terpersonal
adjus tEl en t, and 0 thcrn • Er1.ch mee ting ~;;rill be
divided into ti'iO sections, dealing "lith a spealcer
on the topic and follOl:ed by group sessions led
by professional people •

lU

LEGAL HISTORY AND TRENDS
The concept of the family as the basic unit of society
has been a part of every culture.

And every culture has

developed rules -both formal and informal -- which have
limited the freedom of the individual and thus protected the
welfare of the larger group.

Y.arriage laws have been such

rules, ways of assuring mutual obligations of the marital
partners in regard to such matters as child-rearing and
property rights.
The American family is governed by rules within the
English tradition and American family law cannot be seen
apart from this tradition.

English law -- common law,

statutory la\,l and judicia'l decision -- can be seen to form

(

the basis of many of the stipulations of our present marriage
law and a brief history is necessary to see the law in
perspective.
Common law was the total system of English justice
throug~

the Fourteenth Century.

Theoretically it is the

customs and traditions of the people as defined (not created)
by the courts. (Found, 1921)

Over the centuries common law

became ossified -- old customs became inflexible legal rules

(

of conduct -- and common law decisions were then supplemented
by Uequity jurisdictlon" or the defining of conduct in terms
of "good conscience." (Clark,1957)
came to include both of these

c-

Judicial decision then

tra~itions.

The development of

a parliamentary body added the dimension of statutory law.
All three areas continue to overlap and change in one area

demands adjustment in the whole legal system.
The American colonies were bound by English law and
following the American Revolution, the various states adopted
constitutions, and common law not in derogation of these
constitutions, as the basis of their government.

Oregon

marriage law shows many of the inconsistancies inherent in
this heritage.

For instance, the concepts of void marriage

a null marriage -- and voidable marriage -- a marriage which
can be repudiated by a marital partner and which is for
practical purposes neither null nor valid -- is a product of
an early dispute and compromise between ecclesiastic and
secular courts in England and has been seen by some to be
unworkable and certainly confusing today. (Drinnan, 1969)

(

States differ in what they today define as void and vOidable
and many of the categories, such as non-age, mental capacity
and physical capacity, come from the customs of early England
,and have limitations in their application to contemporary
S1tuatiQns. l One of the categories of a void marriage in
Oregon is degree of relationship (consanguinity), an outgrowth
of the Church's ideas of improper marriage in the inbred
Medieval community; such a legal stipulation does not allow
flexibility in an age when a more realistic genetic decision
could be made on an individual level.
Another instance of an inconsistancy 1s the current
concept of licensing ma.rriage.

This was England's answer to

"secret marriages" (Hard\'licke Act, 1753).
VOl1TS

Frivately said

had raised sign1,.ficant questions about illegitimacy and

property rights.

Centralized government had been too weak to

make registration effective and licensing with a public cere
mony was considered the necessary alternative.
While much that is seemingly unnecessary has been
perpetuated, law has also continued to evolve in many areas
which have paralleled social trends.

In America, early family

law emphasized alienation of affection, breach of promise, etc.
This gave way by mid-Nineteenth century to increased emphaSis
on the rights of women and children, and consequently to

legislation such as divorce law, as well as broader social
protections.
stressed

(

New theories of biological and social science

ir~~eritability

of insanity and criminality, and

states passed laws limiting the right to ~arry for such
groups. 2 The idea of marriage as. an act implying responsi
bility to society was stated in the 1888

(125

US

l'~aynard-Hill

decision

190, 205 1888) in which marriage was considered one

contract in uhich the state had the right to intercede to pro
tect the
• general welfare. Interestingly, the law we are now
considerine seems to be an attempt to use categories which
might

other~'lise

make a marriage voidable in an attempt to

prevent marriages of persons \,lho ,\'1ill

(

tI • •

procreate children

who could themselves become burdens upon society. II (July 7.

1970 letter of the Attorney General to Dr. Edw. Press)
Not only family law but law in general seems to have
paralleled broad social trends.

In his five volume work on

jurisprudence, Roscoe Pound sees common law and equity law
as maturing and making a

1i ••

permanent contribution[in thJ

13

idea of individual legal rights."
(

He sees beyond this a stage

of "socialization of lawlI in which there is
nition of groups •• II (PoW1d, Vol. I. 1959)

tI • •

increasing recog

This latter seems

to describe the social legislation of the late Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries noted above.
At this point. the law appears (through judicial decision)
to be attempting to more narrowly define the boundaries of
acceptable social legislation.

Probably the best example of

this can be seen in two Supreme Court decisions which show a
changing approach to legislation to protect the social welfare.
In 1942. in Skinner v. Oklahoma, a compulsory sterilization
law for uhabi tual criminals II

l'laS

declared unconstitutional.

HOl"lever. the basis was that the statute lacked procedural due

C'

process of law (whether the procedure insured his rights, i.e ••
adequacy of notice and hear.ing) not substantive due process
(whether the liberty is important in our society or whether
the process was an imposition on the individual). (Hastie. 1956)
In

othe~

words, the defect was lack of a hearing, not whether

compulsory steriliza.tion was just or justifiable.

Eore recently,

in Loving v. Virginia (J88 US 1 1967). the Supreme Court
a law

c

c

agall~st

fo~~d

miscegenous marriage, unconstitutional on sub

stantive grqunds:
To deny this fundamental freedom on so insupportable
a basis as racial classification •• so directly SUD
versive to the p:::"i~ci'Olc of equality at the heart
of the Fourteenth Amcr.c.:.::Jen-c, is surely to deprive
all the Sta-ce's citizens of liberty without due pro
cess of law. (italics mine)
In commenting on the Loving decision, one author points
out that it " •• provides a rationo.le

fo~

questioning state

14
marriage statutes that may not be justified on sound social
or moral principles and are supported only by custom and
preJudice. 1t (Foster, 1968)
It would seem that the states have a responsibility to
consider l'lhnt sound social principles are.

Judicial decision

demands a "supportable basis tT and state la\,ls should be recon
sidered.

We will now turn to discussion of social science

"fact" to see what can be supported.

"

C
FOOT;';OTES

lFor instance, non-age was much more important when chil
dren \l~re le,~ally chattels; :rr.ental incapaci ty in COwIllon 10.1'1
gave the rign-c to invalidG:.t;:; ma.rriage to the privileged party,
1. e., the insane party (Earper, 1962) and has nothing to do
with limitinG the right of ~arrlage to those who can provide
responsible parenting; physical capacity to sexually cons~mate
marriage implies the Catholic Church's idea of marriage as
prioarily for procreaticn a~d does not take contemporary popu
lation eXjJlosion probleos into account.
2Drlnnan found in 1968 that 35 states still have laws
limiting the right to marry to classes which imply inheritable
tendencies.

C'
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SYPHILIS
A review of the literature

concerni~g

syphilis, as

---

a social problem, reveals that much of the current knOl'l
ledge and practi~ in this area is based on weak and often
unsubstantiated basis.

Casual and often unprovable

assumptions are given as premises rather than sound sci
entific knowledge.
Although it is acknowledged that continuing high
rates of syphilis infections are occurring, there is little
evidence to substantiate premarital requirements as an
effective means of detection and control.

(.

ever, evidence to indicate the contrary.

There is how
'l'he changing pop

ulation of those infected, namely teen-agers, prostitutes,
and homosexuals, along with the low rates of Itdiscovery"
from state required premarital testing indicates the unI

realistic and inappropiate nature of such an approach.
Syphilis, once thought to· be a defeated communicable
disease (mid 1950's), has made a

dev~stating

comeback that

again places it near the top of communicable diseases of
grave concern.
The new rise has been attributed to Significant higher
proport~ons

of cases effecting three catagories of people:

teen-agers, prostitutes, and homosexuals.
Changes in social enviornment, such as industrializa
tion, increase and/or new patterns in homosexuality and

10

prostitution are partly responsible for the rise' of in
(
~

fection in these

ca~gories.

The increasing mobility of

young people. breaking of old family patterns and old ways.
has resulted in a subsequent breaking of traditional se*
ual taboos.
"Old cultural patterns have given way to mass conform
ity. Scientific. religious, and social concepts have
changed with often bewildering rapidity. Adolescents
are frequently left with no clearly defined ethical
values- no rules of behavior. In a mobile society.
their relationships are often of a transient nature
froo which amoral attitudes and casual sexual encounters
can easily grOi'l. It (i·lcCary. 1967).
Studies conducted by Public Health Agencies in con
nection with youth, show that teen-agers infected come from
families lacking in wholesome interpersonal relations. and

(

a serious lack of realistic knowledge about sexual activity
and vene,real idsease.

Religious conflict and guilt over

their sexual activities was common. and stated as partial
explan~ion

of their infections not coming to attention of

treating clinics
Eradication, or control of syphilis in these cata
gories is difficult, due to the nature of the
of each.

l

circ~stances

The teen-ager fears parents gaining knowledge

of their sexual behavior. and the prostitute and homosexual
fear legal repercussions should their situation come to
the attention of the authorities.
When examining the current marital laws of the United
States is is noted that the only premarital requirement
added to American law during the twentieth century is the

test for venereal disease.

Because of advances in medical

science, and the changing populations effected, it has
been questioned whether the enormous expenses connected
with this type of requirement can be justified at the
present time.
Under Oregon's compulsory premarital syphilis tes t,

15.728 individuals were tested in private labs, and 19,975
were tested through the state facilities in 1969.

Out of

these tests 100 were found to be reactive and 96 weakly
reactive.

Number of syphilis cases brought to treatment

through follow-up of the premarital tests were a total of

7 5. The total cost to the state, at 70t per test. was

?

$1),982.50.
In a special report to the House of riepresentives

(

in the state of Georgia in 1965. it was recommended by the
committee to study the I"'iarrlage Laws of the state, to repeal
the requirement of a premarital blood test for syphilis.
This

~ms

based on the fact that only one percent to the

tests resulted in the discovery of

infect~ous

syphilis.

".

This recommendation was made in opposition to statements
made by; 'l'he Ninisterlal Assio., State Board of Health,

c..

Medical As::;io. of Georgia, F'ederaticn of l;lomen's Clubs,
Georgia Congress of farents and 'reachers, and the Georgia
In their statements, the State
Dept. of Public Health.
,,,
Board of Health statedl that even though the premarital blood

C'

test is relatively ineffective in uncovering cases of
contagious syphili&, the State Board of Public Health

llJ

would like it to remain as a prerequisite to the issuance

(

of a marriage liscense,for it serves as a very effective
educational tool.

If

It is evident that syphilis is a grave social problem
that is much in need of our attention and energies.

It

appears logical however, that our efforts and funds should
be directed towards more effective means of detection and
control that the tradition of premarital examination.

(,

('
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l·rENTAL

RETfu-qDATIm~

(Feeblemindedness)
It is assumed by many that because the mentally retarded
do not learn as easily as the rest of us, they do not Share

in feelings of love, our needs for recognition and dignity
or our desires
for intimacy and meaningfulness.
,

Historically

mental retardation has been viewed for the most part as a
static

uncha~ging

incurable condition.

Al though there w'ere

some brillian t thinkers and gifted practi tioners '-lho envis
ioned the potentials of treatment for the retarded, the idea
"once retarded always retarded ll led over the years to the
general practice of providing humane trea tmen t wi th little
hope that

~~e

afflicted individuals could ever

p~rticipate

in the competitive i'iOrld of cttvic responsibility. (Dunn, 1965.)

c.

It 'uas

::l

"iddcly held belief that mental retardation 'j-ias

inherited, that mental gro1'lth stopped in adolescence and that
since in telligence VIas a general problem-solving behavior,
then 1[' one was 'retarded at all, one was retarded in each
specific area of human

f~~ctionin6.

Segrega tiOll i'las widely used in the early part of this
century for the sole purpose of preventing reproduction.
Young l10men ,-rere sent to institutions established especially

l

for females of child-bearing age.

11hen their reproduc ti ve

years uere pas t they 'Here released to the communi ty.
(Dunn, 1965.)

Since that tioQ ue have, of course, become

al~are

that

mental retardation is not a sinGle entity but rather a com

20

plex problem resulting from many causes and having many
(

'.

ramifications.

There are at least three areas in whibh the

problem must be considered:

individual factors, social

factors, and cultural factors.

The past twenty years have

seen our a-;mkening to the realiza tion of our obligations.
Ue

knO:'l tOday that the vast majority of the

r~tarded

can

be successfully integrated into the mainstream of our
nation 'slife.
recognizing

Governments have interested themselves,

~~at

mentally retarded are entitled, according

to their capabilities and needs,to the same privileges,
opport~~ities

and protecticn as other citizens.

It 1s nO'\'l quite clearly spelled out that society's
responsibili ty is to provide the men tally re tarded 1;1i th:

(

(1) the opporttmity for self-fulfillment; (2) the preservation
of personal

diE~ity

and protection of rights; (3) the

opportunity to participate and to contribute; and (4) the
opportunity to attain happiness.

There is also increasing

•
recoguition
taat he is capable of oaintaining a a reasonably
happy marriaGe. (Hilli9.rd, 1956.)

HOIfever, before recommending

marriage it should be notcd tha t carriage for the lI,\ieak
minded" is prohibited in I01'1a, Pennsylvania, and South

(,

Dakota, and is probably illegal in fifteen other states:
Delal?arc, Indiana, Ka..'1sas, !·Ialne, Klnnesota, l-Ussouri,
l·fontana, Neii Ha:u.pshirc, Ne";)f Jersey, North Carolina, Horth
Deleota, Vermon t, Virginia, :;ashington and

~{lscol1sin.

(Strubing, 1960.1 The uncertain ty is due to the in terpreta tion
lihich may be given to the different ,\iordlnG of the statutc:s.

in each state.
Definitions and trends:
r

It

The many definitions of mental ,deficiency (retardation)
(1) reflect different concerns of their a.uthors llith

respect to causes and/or manifestations, organic

impa~rmcnt,

arrested development, social inadequacy, level of intell
igence, and even cultural factors.

1ihile there has been

a continuous tradition of biological definitions of mental
deficiency,

0

ther dcfini tions have exis ted as 'Hell.

Legal

definitions have been prominent in England and in the United
States.

Hany s ta tes have legal defini tions of men tal def

iciency (often established in relation to sterilization
acts).

As the concept of mental deficiency became broader,

(

the social problems connected with the condition became
recognized and the gen eral a tti tude tOl:ard the condi tion
chantd ..

Some of the definitions adopted by state,legis

latures are in 'terms of I.Q.

Saraso!} in his 'l'iritings on

mental deficiency has taken strong exception to the tendency
to construe the rctardedi-L"ldividual from the standpoint of
the I.Q. score.
(

He recon:;rnends that ''1hile intelligence tests

may be adequate, even excellent, predictors of scholastic
achievcmen t, they are poor indica tors of non-tes t or non
intellectual activity. (Sarason, 1959.)

On the other hand,

l-1ac Andrel: and Edgerton found tha t the s cores of a sample
group of re ~..!.:::·d.a tes

C"'·..,·

~'iere

highly stable indicn tors of judGed

capacity for competent conduct. O:acAndreu, et al, 1964.)

Mental retardation can be defined as significantly
(

sub-average intellectual functioning, manifested during
the devclopcen t period and associated ,'ri th dis tinct impair
ment in adaptive behavior of the social performance in day
to-day living normally expected from a person of a particular
age by 'the communi t-J of 'Hhich he is part.

Thus, if a person

who scores in the I.Q. range generally accepted as

tetardc~,

but ,\-1ho functions ";iell in his particular communi ty environ
ment, is not

considere~

retarded.

This makes it impossible

to determL"le definitely who are the men tally retarded.
(Heller, 1968.)

c.
•

(

c·

FOOTUOTE

c

c

C"

(1) Terminology:
The terms limen tally deficien til and limen tally
re tarded" have been us ed s:;nol1omously as i-lell as
in relationship to dochotomic grouping. ~he
profcssional orC8-"lization .A.A.:.]) both in title and
organiz~t1on of its jour~al has used the term
deficicnc7 end the Official :·:2..11ual defines de
ilc'icncy-5s a synonym for ro tarda tlon. The organi
zation of a sy~posiuw of the Association for
Research in nervous and Iv~ental Diseases and
lnany otn.ers have used the term interchangeably.
Sarasen argued for senarate deflllitions:
mental deficiency Houid apply to cases v7nere orga.1'1.ic
factors . . J ere found to be t..'le cause of tae con
dition; aental retardation would be used for
cases ,,:here orEanic si~ns are not present but.
where tbere
reason to believe that social
factors are operating. If the attcrupt to dis
tinguish bet'..:een cajor types of deficicncy should
be abando:J.eu there would be no need to differen
tiate bet::een the t1-iO as to definition. There
are indica tors t:la t ret~rd3. tio!1. is prei' erred over
deiricic!!.c-r bec2..use of less ,:'!8.rsa i:nplica tions.
Rctara.:::::."do::.1 .?,ould be rejected bec2.use it suggests
a delay 111 uevelopxent rather t~an a deficiency
in a ttainmen t. (Olaus en, 1967.)

24 .

l·reNTAL ILLUEGS
I·len tal illness is as old as the his tory of man.
his toric man sometices treated dis..turbances of the
drilling holes in the skull to let

~~e

Pre

m~nd

by

evil spirits escape.

The people of ancien t Greece believed that men tal illness lIas
caused by breathing diseased air.

During the r.!1ddle Ages

people still believed that mentally ill persons ";-Tere possessed
by devils.

As la te as the 1600' s the men tally ill '\-lere still

tortured or put to dea th as 'Hitches or chained in dungeons.
By the early 1800 's physicians began to reco,6Uize men tal
illness as a form of illness, and it became the subject of
medical research and treatment.

During the late 1800's

Sig:l1md Freud developed his concepts of hon unconscious

(~

forces can disrupt mental health.

Early in the 1900's

Olifford':i. Beers, once a men tal pa tien t, helped es tablish
the commi ttee i'lhic11 became the Na tional Associa tiOD for
Men tal Heal th.
the

trc~tment

ii orld ;';ar II brough t addi tional eephas is on

of mental illness.

The 1950's brought

in tens i vc research in to the relationship of body chemis tr;

and mental disorders.

c.

The discovery of the benefits of

tranquiliz\nG drU5Q aided pGychiatrists in treating many.
so-called IIhopeless ll pa tien ts and opened neri channels for
research and investiGation.

One result of this research is

that the notion that a mentally ill person is an exception

c

t;~--

is gone'forevcr.

It is now accepted that most people have

some degree of mental illness at some time and many of them
have a degree of mental illness most of the time. (Henninger,
1967.)

This really should not seem surprising for most

of us have a physical illness some of the time and some of
us most of the time.
To intelligently discuss mental illness a variety of
facts is needed.

What is the exten t of the prob;tem?

many are affected?

HO,\,l

What are the characteristics of the

mentally 111 as a group and as compared to the rest of the
population i'Tith respect to such factors as age, sex, race,
and occupa tion?

Hm-l

does men tal illness develop in the indiv

idual and what factors explain its distribution in the popu

(~

la tion?

\iha t are the psychological. physiological, and socio

economic factors that may be related to cause and course
of the illness?

There exists a wide gap between the facts

that '-le have non and those that

i-le

need to have.

To make

any kind of statement that relates to the number of mentally
111 persons "je need find a definition of i'lhom ,-re are to
count -- who

~ra

t~e

mentally ill?

for detecting cases, and for
an easy

tasl~.

~':e

~ental

Second, we need techniques
disorders this is not

are not dealing "lith a single entity but

with a brood variety of disorders characterized generally
by abnormal patterns of behavior.

Some arc due to kno'\m

organic etiol08ical fuctors; others are of psychogenic

C.'

origin or 'Hi thou t clc::lrly defined phyoical cause.

I t should

be noted that a significant number of people question the
validity of the medical models of mental illness.
Although mental disorders are sometimes considered
as chronic illnesses, many have acute and reversible phases.
Thus in addition to defining types of abnormal behavior,
l'le

mus t also specify 1The ther
I

ile

are looking for individuals

who have exhibited such behavior at any time in their lives
or only during a specified period of time.

Even if it

could be agreed upon vl1.10m to COlm t, there s till remains
the problem of

devisL~g st~~dard

methods for case

fin~ing

and diagnosis needed for separating the population into
those 1.ho have a mental disorder and those v:ho do not.
Despite difficulties of

defL~ition

and case finding,

estimates have been made of the extent of the problem of
men tal disorders.

\"a th

all the shortcomings of these da ta,

it is still apparent that they point to a

fact

si~gle

mental disorders are a major cause of illness and disability
in the nation.

A primary s tumbling block in a ttempting to

de teroinc tile scope of DeD tal disorders is definition, and
a primary stuDbling block to define such abnormal behavior
1s to define adequately and acceptably \-1ha t is normalcy.
is a tasl\: of· aloos t inSUrm01.Ul table complexi ty.

This

I t is of

equal importrulce to consider the perspective and the value
system of the person or persons 'Nho is a tternpting to supply
the defini tion of "normal".
In the cOllsidera tion of men tal illness in rela tion to

C'

marricee (as well as other social factors) is the

si~nlficance
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of an increasing ai'lareness that men tal illness is not par
ticularly linlted to social class.

A.s it is aclmo'\'lledged

as affecting the middle class, more positive sanctions for
program:ning become eviden t.

lien tal illness affecting this

class is often referred to as neurotic, i'ihile a member of
the lower class so afflicted is considered psychotic.
1-1edical defini tio!is take precedence over the legal, and the
afflicted individual is perceived as ill.

Defining mental

illness as medical places legal and moralistic approaches
in

persp~ctive.

J.1arriage restriction la'\'IS

~r:e

forms of negative eugenics

which seea faimed at purifying the American population of
its allegedly defective germ-plasm" and hence improving
the social as 1'l'ell as biological quality of' the American

People. (Faul, 1967.)

Such standards Co";;' v!hether a marriage

"Would result in the birth of children l'ri th inheri ted tendencies
to men tal illness or 1iho vTould become neglected or dependen t
becaus~

of mental illness, leave much to the imagination

and discretion of the physician involved.

These standards

should be constantly scrutinized and re-assessed in terms
of the right of the inaividual to , Ques
. tion or con tradict
them.
For centuries, as has been noted, it ,,;,:as the accepted
belief tha t men tal illness led regularly to men tal dis in
tegra tion and implied an irretrievable loss.

Co,

this is absurd.

Today

\'Te

lmm"

The great majority of mental illnesses reveal

themselves as epison-es and disappear, some in a matter of
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days, others often '-leeks or months.

Some persons, even

",ith the most intenaive treatment, remain ill for years or
for a lifetime, but these constitute a very small percentaGe.
T'n.ese generalities imply that no "natural course" of mental
ilL~ess

exists.

Being an aspect and pbase of a human life,

men tal 1liness fluctua tes and varies '-1i th the ebg and floT{l of
living. (1.:enninger, 1967)
There remains a ereat deal of controversy as to the
relative importance of heredity'and environmental factors,
such as birth injuries, early experiences, emotional shocks,
glandular disorders or general infections in
of mental disorders.

causation

If one accepts the gene theory, then

one must accept that it still

re~ains

an impossibility to

predic t genetically.

Hm'lever, the gene

been proved.

asid~

Setting

t~e

theory~:

has never

the test of mental capacity

to con tract a valid marriage would be a recogni tion that the
laying dOl'm of a gen eral tcs t is futile and tha t every
individual has to be scrutinized and assayed. (Dittman, 1957.)

c

Z9

DRUG USAGE
A revie";1 of the li tera ture concerning drugs and drug

abuse snOrlS that thJ.s topic

h~s

become a controversial one

resulting in little progress being made in effectively
dealing vii th them.
1'he main reason for failure to come to grips \'1i th this
problem is laclt of J;.nO"·11edS9 abou tits caus es, effec ts and
aspects of rehabilitation.

It is not clear as to 1"lhat con

stitutes a drug, nor what constitutes a drug addict.

The

soope of the problem and t::le po pula tion affec ted appears
based on estilI!ates, rather taan scientifio da'Ga (1) (2)
(3) (ir).

The scope of the problem is difficult to determine.
There arc indicatlons, however, of the magnitude of the
problem.

It is estioated that the retail valuc of marijuana

en terin3 the U. S. from
annually.
one

ha~f

l'~eAico

is in excess of

;~lOO

million

Officials in ;'ias!1ington es tima te that nearly
of all

amp~etacines

reach the back market.

produced in legal laboratories

The percentage is believed to be

someT.lha t s::'laller for the ba!'bi tua tC:J.
Statistics on the abuse of anphetamines and barbituates
are difficult to gather beoause their uidest use seems to
be in a SC2;cent of society that docs not other.. · riao breo.k
the law or associate uith

crimin~l

elements.

Nuch attention is given to youth 111 regard to the drUG

c.

problem t: inc e t.'1is is . .·Illarc the erea tCB t incrcas cs are beins
detected.

But then again, it mut:t be pointed out xhat

young people comprise the group i-1here drug abuse is mos t
likely to be recoGnized because of Youth activities.

It is

houever, strongly indica ted tha t drug abus e is als 0 ShOl'ling
significant increase among adults although this is more
difficult to substantiate.
In attempting to gain insight, some authorities have
blamed the "genera tion gap" for the curren t us e of drugs
among young people.

They state that the shift from rural

America iihere youth played a very importan t part, to Urban
America ";'l'here youth rs role has become confused is the basic
problera.

Houever, this again is speculation.

Othe::rs speculate that youth 1'Till respond favorably if
given meaningful responsibilitie3 that lead to some iden
tifiable sense of purpose.
Dr.- Robert Peterson, a psychologist iii th the Ua tional
Institute of 1,iental Health, Says:

one of the real problems,

of course, is that drug abuse is an "emotionally-laden"
issue, '\'Ihich illakcs it difficul t for paren ts and young people

to deal ui th. (Blue Cross, 1969.)
In the same vein it is felt that parents because of ignor
ance are scared.

They do not understand drugs as they have

no Similar experience in their

O';-ffi

baclq;round.

It is this

laek of informn tion ":hich resul ts in' paren ts and public
reaction to drug usase

011

an emotional level.

It is felt

that 1-1e \-lill not be able to vim·: the area of concern in
reali ty terms.

To overcome the emotional reactions some authorities
{

state that lcno\-:ledge and education is needed that must focus
not only on medical aspects but on sociological and psych
ological aspects as well, especially as they relate to
motivation for using drugs.
Drug use breeds on certain forms of hucan miserJ_

The

major problem posed by addiction is not at all the problem
of getting people to stay

a"'tlay

fror::! drugs.

of getting at t!le ;sources of such misery.

I t is the problem
Until "le gegin'

to effectively cope "'ili th them 1';e will not have begun to
touch on the real problem of addiction uith respect to
marriage or any other social factor.

~,

-".....-¥"

.,-e,.

FOOTiWTES

""

(1) In Goodman and Gilman '.s textbook of l'ho.rmacoloby
(Good~an at al, 1941), the tarIn "drugs" is
defined as It any chemical agent \-lhich affects live
protoplasm ll • They comment that fm·r substances
lwuld escape inclusion by this dcfini tion, but
they mai~e no at terr:.pt a t further de! ini tion. It
\1ould seem then t}:m t terms. such as "drug us er"
and "drug addict" are popular misuses of the term.
The term "drug" is avoided for a great variety
of products pruchased openly in drug stores
(vita~ins, analgesics, some non-prescription
anti-biotics, etc.) In short, i·;.hat ti:le
physician ter~s a drug, the layman calls a medicine
or a reo.edy.
A clear exception is the term " i ·lOn d.er-drug ll
(pcnicilli~, au~eo~ycin, etc.).
It see~s thnt
"druG" is acceptable and. corr.;non 'dhcre the use of
the subs tance is novel or "'iiondcrful li •
It may also be noted that the term "drug user ll is
generally perjorative. ~lhen an elderly person
,\,li th chronic p:::!.in us cs drue;s, he is no t re[;arded
1'<::1'1-"
~Y'o
""""""-:"""1
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The tcrm "drug user" is applied only to those
who use substances in a ,,-ray regarded negatively
and cri tically. The use of so u...'1.d ciplil1ed a
• "Siord llarran ts caution.
(2) Drug Addiction is a state of periodiC or chronic
intoxicz.tiol1 produced by repc3.ted consumption
of a drUG (n~ tural or syn t:1ctic). Its charac ter
lstics illclu.de: (1) 8...11 overp011crlng desire: or
need to ccnti~uc takD1S t~e drug and to obtain
1 t by any means; (2) a tendency to increas e tile'
dose; (3) a ps~rC:'1ic and often p~1ysical dependence
on the effects of the drug; (1~) detrims.:1tal effect
on the inaividuD.l and on society.

(3) Addiction:

A. bio-physical need or dependence for
the use of a drug or chemical substance to
satisfy adequate cellul8.r fUllction. Luck of
then e subs tanc es crea tC}~ painful physical
symptoms.

( ..

(4) Chein, et aI, distinguish betueen users and addicts

and s ta te the. t a person iii th a his tory of drug
use and psycholo3ica1 dependence on the drug might
conceivablJ not be an addict. The factors ras
pon~ible for drug use might be different from the
factors respo~sible for addiction. They describe
three dimensions of addiction:
1. Presence versus absence of some significant
degree of physiolo~ical dependence
2. Presence vereus absence of some sienifi
cant deGree of total personal involvement
l11 th narco tics
3. Presence versus absence of some siGnifi
cant degree of craving.
(Chein, 1963.)

(

ALCOHOLISN
Chronic alcoholism has become one of the great_public
heal th problems of the \·lOrld.

It is currently rated among the

top four of the United States.
Attempts to deal \'1i th this problem in the United States
has not been productive.

It has been stated that perhaps

the most important problems is the failure to develop rational
public policies on the use, sale, and distribution of alcoholic
beverages.

Blamed for this is clashes bet\'leen various interest

groups where. conflicts betl'leen 1I\'ietll and "dry" idealogies
have been so energy-consuming tr3t a detached examination of
American drinking patterns and systems of control and inter
vention has not been possible.

Conclusions about alcohol

and drinking frequently seem to stem directly from the 19th
century philosophy of the American 'l'emperance i'iovecent,
which held that all drinking led to drunkeness, and that by
reducing the availability of the beverages, was the key to con
trol.
The lack of agreement about what amount of drinking is
acceptable has contributed to the wide spread neglect of
problem drinking.

There has also been confusion regarding

the nature of alcoholism, and who should assume the respon
sibility to deal with it.
Historically, alcoholism was believed to be a result of
moral or personal weakness.

Early attempts to eradicate

this IIfoulness" from society was punishment.

It was believed

that if the punishment "las severe enough the person afflic
ted would be forced to "mend his ways."

It li'aS the failure

of this method that lead to the philosophy of making nl
coholic beverages unatainable.

The result

of the latte'\!'

was the 18th amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
Emerging from the experiences of the Prohibition period
were net-T, patterns of alcoholic consumption.

During the

Prohibition, it became fashionable for both men and i-lomen
to drink in public.

It also became quite fashionable to

~,

attend speak-easies, and later bars selling alcoholic
beverages.
HOl-leVer, new concepts about alcoholism did not evolve
along with the new acceptance of drinking.

It was still

felt that responsible and respectable people did not become
alcoholics •

• IIne\'1 approach" to alcoholism, viewing it as an
The
1l1ness, began to emerge during the 1940's.

Community groups

composed of alCOholics concerned with their problems began
to emerge.

These groups later unified into what is known

today as Alcoholics Anonomous.

Articles by medical and

science l.llri ters dealing with the new concept began to appear.
During the 19401s and 1950 1s, various organizations appeared
based on this premise.
Y'-'~,

by many Americans.

By 1959 this concept had been accepted

However. many people questioned this
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premise, regarding it as an excuse for lack of personal con
trol on the part of the alcoholic.

Though a lessening of

the stigma attached to alcoholism became more noticeable,
the controversy continues.
The shift in emphasis from that of personality weak
ness to the concept of illness became noticable in 1955'
when an attempt was made to legislate relief for alcoholics
(H.R. 7225) which proposed that alcoholism be recognized
among the totally and permanently disabling diseases merit
ing disability allowances.

The criticism

t~at

kept this

bill from passage implied that it was too fatalistic.

It

was pOinted out that under the right circumstances, the
alcoholic was amenable to change that lead to a more meaning

(.

ful life.
The current evolving philosophy reflects this dual
philosophy of alcoholism.

It is viewed as an illness, yet

1t is felt that with the proper resources available, along
with a more

co~prehensive

view of alcoholism, the alcoholic

1s treatable.
The major handicap in overcoming alcoholism at the
current

t1~e

appears to be the great lag of much-needed

informatioll concerning it.

Past attempts to clarify the

problem have been criticized for not viewing the problem
in a comprehensive manner.

able, to understand the

(

It is felt that only when we are

pheno~enon

in all areas. and how the

factors interact to cause the current problen, will we
make significant gains. in nttempting to deal with this.
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The need for such information was recognized on a
national level in 1966 when President Lyndon B. Johnson said,
in his message to Congress on health and education:
The alcoholic suffers from a disease which will
yield eventually to scicntific research and adequate
treatment. Even with the present limitcd state
of our knO'llTledge t much can be done to reduce the
untold suffering and uncounted waste caused by
this affliction.
I have instructed the Secretary of Eealth, Education
and !·Jelfare to appoint an J.,dvisory Co.:mni ttee on
Alcoholism; establish in the Public Health Service
a center for research on the cause, prevention,
control and treatment of alcoholism; develop an
education program in order to foster public ~~~er
standing based on scientific fact; and "lork with
public and private agencies on t;he S'tate ar:d local
level to include this disease in comprehensive
heal th programs. (Smithers Foundation t Jmders tand ins
Alcoholism, 1968)
.

•

STERILIZATION
Early demonstrations in genetics led to a highly
suocessful activity in agriculture and animal husbandry
called selective breedin8'

Brilliant successes in producing

highly specialized stocks were llidely recognized.

There was

a suggestive parallel bet.,..-een this experience and the
exis tence of 1"lhole superior families.

forom this a handful

of people in the U.S. made a completely erroneous inductive

leap and pronulgated, fifteen years before Hitler, a theory
Seventeen states passed

,of buildL"8 a "Has tor Rae e. "

steriliza tion lai"iS bet"ween 1919 and 1937.
ist character of the 1924
from this same group.

t,

I~miGration

The segrega tion

Act derived directly

The theory may be thought of as "neg

a tive eugenics" in Nha:ch people shov:ing an undesireable
trai t arc to be preven ted from reproducing.
presumably elimina te the trai t.

This ,\iill

r,Iodern gen e tics, of cours e,

underscores the absurdity of the idea.

,

SOCiologically it is

in the cain repuGnant and in practice it is a ridiculous

delusion.

This collectively

cowpo~~ded

error became the second

propulsive force in establishing the pre-marital examina
tion.
which

The Oregon form still has a'lonG list of maladies to
t~e

patient is suppoocd to admit if present and his

statement must be notarized.
Board of I'rq"tection.

It is then passed to the State

This is the "clasoic" inquiry of

negative eUGenics, into the occurence of feeble-mindedness,
drug addiction, alcoholism, epilepsy, etc.

..,~

Thus, a rather general set of laus exists to provide
a pre-marital examination to find cases of syphilis and
lesser venereal diseases, and to identify individuals
suffering from an arbitrarily

selecte~

list of diseases,

presumably either to prevent their marriageor possibly
even to sterilize them.
_iith the greater al7areness of the retarda'IB's ability
to assume a useful role in the

communi~

has come a greater

understandins of his need to live as normal and as full a
life as possible.

Const~~t

supervision

relationships to a frustrating degree.

~ay

limit his social

Constant supervision

is also a burden to the parents 'uhich may lead to resentment
and be reflected in their a tti tude tOl'lard the child so that
he may experience grea ter rej ec tion.

',ihile s teriliza tlon

will not eliminate the need for supervision, it will lessen the
parents' anxiety regarding possible pregnancy and

~~is

reduced anxiety will usually improve parent-Child relation
snips.

At present there is a recognition of the normal

sexual needs of the retarded individual and a realization
that in sOwe cases the retardate is capable of sustaining
a reasonable, stable, ani happy marriage and that
may be beneficial to

marriag~

hi~.

There is little in the literature regarding the
degree of success "J'ith lihich the mental defective can
practice teluporary methods of birth con trill.' Because of
the gro1-:inC realization tho. t
(

~e

re tarded should lead a full

and normal lifo; beoause of the concern that he should not

be overburdened by children if he does not have the competency
to rear them properly; and because of

~~e

greater acceptance

of surgical birta control there should be are-evaluation
on an individual voluntary basis.
What. factors limit the use of sterilization?

The

objections mOGt often encountered are that sterilization
migh t encouraGe promiscui ty, that persons migh t be sterilized
for insufficient reaGons. or there might be psychological
ill-effec ts.

In viell of the abus e to ,\,lhich such regula tion

is subject (Hazi Germany as an example), the unsettled
political conditions of our time. and the paucity of evidence
regarding its effectiveness, this proZram does not recommend
itself for mental disease prevention f at least on an invol
l,

untary basis.

Ho~;ever,

lle feel the individual's rights are

best protected if such a step is a voluntary one.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - -......

~l

GENERAL DISCUSSIOn
In oonsidering the possibility of modifying the
preJ~:l t

Oregon LavT regarding

marriag~

we are in fact ex

ploring and eV2.lua tin;; the significance and meaning of both
l·!arriage and Family in today IS ·world.

Ue are, addi tionally,

discussing llnether the law is a reflec tion of society t s
values tod%y or of the recent past -- or rather an attempt
to control by the society of the society or of its parts.
The presen t code' encullbers the family doc tor 'Hi th a
terribly significant kind of decision about the future of
the individual.

He is asked to evalua te in 1-iha t is likely

a brief contact the potential of the individual to be
responsible as a marriage partner and potentially as a
(

parent.
~lan

The implications of his decision are far broader

medical only:

they surely are equally legal and

social.
The
population

pres~nt

code defines explicitly one of the specific

Sef)1::;n ts

on "ihieh it places limi ts :

active and communicable venereal disease.

those ui th

As earlier noted

there is feeling and opinion that tbe results do not justify
the cos t of iden tif:{ing the;] e cases in terms of the marriage
but the identification of active venereal disease is seen to
be pertinent at the time of early preGnancy.
The other popUlation secments identified as those on
whom limits and

restrictio~s

as to the right to marry shall

be placed are not dofined, described, but cercly labeled.

lfZ

The concern for "Enforceability" is based on the inability
for all doctors in one state to automatically kno't'r and
agree on l'Ihat those labels mean and to uniformly interpret
and enforce thcm.

Personal philosophy, kind of training

or experience, pressure from (or lack of pressure from)
the individual's family drawatically vary in each process of
decision making.
consistent

ReviewinG the literature there is no

f~~ctional

definition of any of the categories on

which there is concensus within anyone profession -- 
much less among professions.

In fact, 'ole see rather a large

body of belief and tradition and little proved or provable
fact.

l-:ajor decisions are thus made daily i-:hich may i"rell

be challenged in terms of human and/or legal rights of the
(,

.

individual.
Addi tionally, ne

knOll

of no evidence tha t absolutely

or even stronGly links the divorce rate "lith, for example,
I.Q..

Neither is there solid evidence in the literature

tha t a !'mildly retarded II person will -- or is even more
likely to -- produce retarded children.

There are studies

in process to better identify causes of retardation as well

as one study to test the effects of long term programmed
enrichment contccts with the children of retarded parents
and early results indicate that the children are not
retarded.

tie see a trend to vie"l and evaluate human functioning

ina more holio tic

i~ay

than, for example, categorizinG a

person as feebleminded because he scorro at a given place on a
cul turally skelled academic-skills
orien ted I.Q. tes t.
..

Is
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it more reasonable to scrutinize the person in terms of ho,.,
he functions in several arcas, whether his family is
supportive emotionally, ';'Thether he might have developed social
skills ,-rhich more than cO:4pensa to for his learning handicap?
An institutionalized or emotionally neglected "feebleminded"

.

indi vidual '-Ii th no supporti vo fam.ily involvemen t migh t l-1ell
be less able to manage the responsibilities of marriage and
child rearing than his counterpart with an identical I.Q.
who is cherished and respected in his fawily and community.
If 'He do not have solid evidence the "feebleminded"
persons ,{lho are lileely to ilan t to marry nill defini tely
,nroducc retarded or neglected childre;3. can 'He morally or
legally deny
(

th~

risht to marry to them?

Equally, it seems incongruous to restrict the right
to marr-, to "men tally ill", "chronic alcoholics", and
Jldrug addicts" ,;'1ith no defL"'1.ition of any of these categories
and some exploration of whether, in fact, the individuals
can fun'Ction as spouses and parents •.

~-:ith

no solid evidence

that they cannot has the state the constitutional right
'"',
to deny marrla::e? -..i ould it be as valid to be concerned
~

I

/

wi th the popula tiol1 1.11:::01y to fall

in to

one of thes e

ea tegories a t some poin t in their his tory and be jus t as
Uright"?
If, hO'-lever, the utate has this right and responsibility
to select croups of people '-lith social, physical, emotional
and intellectual disabilities and place such limits on them

C'

rle su[;[';es t cons idera tion be C:l ven of broadening the Ca te[;ories
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to be scrutinized and judged.

There may be just as much

validity to place an age maximum on the right to marry as to
place a cinimum as the individual may be or beco:ne senile.
}~euro tics

are suppos edly no t included in the "men tally

i1lt! category and yet neurotics can

~e

proved to be poor carriage

risks and either potential psychotics or potentially damaging
to

~~e

mental health of progeny.

Perhaps the individual

"Tho has been found guilty of a felony or is iden tified as
an "habitual cricinal lt can be vie1'led as a poor marriage risk
as 'Hell as a poor paren tal figure po ten tial. , There is much
public concern about the value systems of
one or more illegitimate children.

'~lomen

'i-lho produce

Perhaps individuals -

feltale or male -- "1ho have p:-:'tluced tHO illeg1 tima te children
I

f

can be denied the rigi.l t to marr:r.

30me s ta tes have conc ern

about the sense of personal responsibility of those
receive Public Assistance.

~ho

Perhaps those r1ho have been on

lielf'are,..L.for exat:lple, for a tyIO year period of time should
be denied the right to marry.
concern about the epileptic.

Several states have a similar
Qualifications could be

es tabliohed in terms of persons Hi th chronic :phys ical
\

disease or dacage, the level of education, proof of employ
ability and ability to support a family.

Znforced use of'

contraceptive devices misht be a conoidcration.
I t is our pos i tion, hm,:eyer, tha t to place grea ter

restrictions on the right to carry doee not seem to meet
(

(

the request for "cnforceabili tv" 'nor liould 1';e suspect it
rlOuld stand the scrutiny of

CO!1S

ti tu tional challenee in

4~

,

'

ViCl'l of the

Lovinr~dccision.

Society has not only a riBh t

but a responsibility to concern for the number and "quality"
of its progeny but must this not be in the frame"lOrk of the
basic human and leGal rights of the'individual?

Perhaps

far more in the way of improving the "quali ty" of the coming
generatio~s

can in fact be accomplished through greatly

improved and increas ed educa tional tools and, volun tarJ
services in teros of these areas of concern.

The lack of

hard proved fac ts as ,to the very s ta tes of limen tal illness II
etc. as Vlell as to 1·that can be inherited (and cannot)
and '\'Tha t prcdic tribly lrill happen becaus e a cllild' s environ
ment included an alcohol5.c parsnt places back on SOCiety
a responsibility to research the validity of widely accepted
beliefs before denying any of its members the right to marry
/

nnd to produce children.

(

(

(

AP:pmmL,{ A

The Di2.;~nos tic and StCl tis ti,c2.l r·~snual of ~-~en t::>.l Dis
ordern"' oubliGilcJ. 'oj t~1C As[;ric3.11 .c.Jycal:;:;. iiric i~:::.;soC i[;.'t.ion
delillcates defmi tional descriptions of significance to
this.
4

They s ta to "l,~en tal ret2rda tion refers to subnormal ecneral
in tellcc tual ,fune tioning 11hieh origina tes during the dev
elopmentaL period and is associated with inpairment of either
learninG and social adjustmcnt or maturation, or both .... 11
They define the uS1,lal I.Q. score scales and comment that
this cannot be the only criterion used in making a diasnosis
of ment~l retardation or in evaluating its severity. They
reooInr:J.c!ld addi tionally considering and 'Heir:;hing t'!1e dev
elopmental history and prcsent functioning academic and
vocational, motor Skills, social and emotional ~aturity.
These necessarily are subjective judGments.

,
f

Simil&rly t~ey describe mental states listing major
cateGories of Org~~ie Brain Syndromcs, Psychoses not
attributed to pbysical conditions
ted previously,
lIcurosis, Personali ty Disorders and certain other non
psychotic centel disorders not mentioned previously,
PsychophysioloCic disordors, Special Sy~ptoms, Transient
Situational Disturbances, 3ehavior Dioordcrs of Childhood·
and Adolf!scence J and Condtions "Hi thou t manif es t Psychia tric
Disorder and ~on-3pccific 8onditions. lhere appears to
be in this a con tinuuCl 'Ni th .f o'\"r cl"l... . es as to dizcree t
states. At ,·:hat point do all doctor::; unlforl::lly aGree a
person is, for any legal or 1:1Oral purpose, not mentally
able to be responsible for himself and his decisions? Is,
in fac t, the person on 1':ho:2 e erno tional s ta te they all can
agree even interested in or likely to be i~~~nently interested
, ... _r~,l"".:.,e
~ ,.,r,o
c on t 1".....,~r>t')
I.f:'..,
n
•.... 0 ...
in ell J..e·~·"·n!·
u .L l o a
""
J.
..... n d ~"l
"acn "
nJ.o..:>
ell.
,,_;0 n""~·l
state cha.ui.;cs at "\,:11::. t poin t can his legal and hu:nan riga ts
again be restored?
11": ....

(
(
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